Fortify your compliance program by finding strength in numbers

A multi-national investment bank was fined $15 million for failures to detect and report suspicious activities in connection with multiple accounts that had moved money to potential shell companies in Mexico, Venezuela, and Panama.

Increased scrutiny has resulted in escalating regulatory enforcements across the industry.

Stronger compliance starts with knowing exactly who you conduct business with.

The current regulatory climate on the radar for year-on-year demand for transparency across every interaction within the customer lifecycle.

Effective compliance begins with a 360-degree view of your risks across the compliance continuum.

No firm can afford to expose front-line staff, excessive operational expense and needed shareholder value that results from non-compliance.

The regulatory climate for investment firms has grown increasingly turbulent.

U.S. REGULATORY AGENCIES HAVE INVESTMENT FIRMS ON THEIR RADAR

Count on our industry-proven solutions to manage complex regulatory oversight with confidence:

U.S. public records on individuals and entities

Access the investigative intelligence in over 80 billion world-wide news sources

Stay ahead of global risk by using continuously updated, curated profiles that have grown from over 10,000 watch lists to over 1,600 watchlist sources.

Sanctions and enforcement actions

Countering relevant risk end-to-end: a new 4 million global watch list database of individuals and entities

External third-party sanctions and adverse media

60 risk categories and subcategories covering PEPs, state-owned enterprises, registration lists, and emerging risks.

60 risk categories, and who

Transform your compliance program with our best compliance tools and proprietary data that enables more precise risk management and streamlined compliance operations.

Follow our proprietary breakdown of all the fines that have been levied in 38 different countries and $200 billion in fines alone.

Enhanced Sanctions and Enforcements

100 billion global news sources worldwide

Stay ahead of global risk by using continuously updated, curated profiles that have grown from over 10,000 watch lists to over 1,600 watchlist sources for global sanctions and enforcement actions.

Utilize our proprietary database of over 80 billion news sources worldwide.

Count on our industry-proven solutions to manage complex regulatory oversight with confidence:

For more information: Call 866.858.7246 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/FCC
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